Despite some exciting progress on high-quality image generation from structured (scene graphs) or freeform (sentences) descriptions, most of them only guarantee the image-level semantical consistency, i.e. the generated image matching the semantic meaning of the description. However, it still lacks the investigations on synthesizing the images in a more controllable way, like finely manipulating the visual appearance of every object. Therefore, to generate the images with preferred objects and rich interactions, we propose a semi-parametric method, denoted as PasteGAN, for generating the image from the scene graph, where spatial arrangements of the objects and their pairwise relationships are defined by the scene graph and the object appearances are determined by given object crops. To enhance the interactions of the objects in the output, we design a Crop Refining Network to embed the objects as well as their relationships into one map. Multiple losses work collaboratively to guarantee the generated images highly respecting the crops and complying with the scene graphs while maintaining excellent image quality. A crop selector is also proposed to pick the most-compatible crops from our external object tank by encoding the interactions around the objects in the scene graph if the crops are not provided. Evaluated on Visual Genome and COCO-Stuff, our proposed method significantly outperforms the SOTA methods on both Inception Score and Diversity Score with a huge margin. Extensive experiments also demonstrate our method's ability to generate complex and diverse images with given objects.
Introduction
Image generation from a scene description with multiple objects and complicated interactions between them is a frontier and pivotal task. With such algorithms, everyone can become an artist: you just need to define the objects and how they interact with each other, and then the machine * Equally contributed to the work. will produce the image following your descriptions. However, it is a challenging problem as it requires the model to have a deep visual understanding of the objects as well as how they interact with each other.
To achieve the goal that everyone can be an artist, there have been some excellent works on generating the images conditioned on the textual description [28, 27] , semantic segmentations [22] and scene graphs [9, 30] . Among these forms, scene graphs are powerful structured representations of the images that encode objects and their interactions. Nevertheless, nearly all the existing methods focus on the semantical compliance with the description on the image level but lack the object-level control. To truly paint the images in our mind, we need to control the image generation process in a more fine-grained way, not only regulating the object categories and their interactions but also defining the appearance of every item.
Based on the scene graph description, we further add a corresponding crop image for each defined object, which depicts how the object looks like. The synthesized image should follow the requirements: 1) the image as a whole should accord to the scene graph definition (denoted as image-level matching); 2) the objects should be the ones shown in the crop images (denoted as object-level con-trol). Therefore, the original task is reformulated to a semiparametric image generation from the scene graph, where the given object crops provide supervision on object-level appearance and the scene graph control the image-level arrangement.
In order to integrate the objects in the expected way defined by the scene graph as well as maintaining the visual appearance of the objects, we designed a Crop Refining Network, which can encode the spatial arrangements and visual appearance of the objects as well as their pair-wise interactions into one canvas feature. Different from the previous canvas building by simply stacking or averaging the objects [22, 9, 30] , our integration process is implemented with a learnable 2D graph convolution architecture. Therefore, it can encode the complicated interactions between the objects. Then the canvas map is fed into a decoder to generate the final output.
Sometimes, we just define the scene graph and do not want to specify the object appearance. To handle such situations, we also introduce a crop selection network to automatically select the most-compatible object crops from the object tank. It is pre-trained on a vanilla image generation tasks to learn to encode the entire scene graph and infer the visual appearance of the object in it (termed as visual codes). Then the visual codes can be used to find the most matching object from the tank, where all the visual codes of external objects have already extracted offline using the scene graph they belong to.
Our main contributions can be summarized three folds: 1) we propose a semi-parametric method, PasteGAN, to generate realistic images from a scene graph, which uses the external object crops as the anchors for the image synthesis; 2) to make the objects in crops appear on the final image in the expected way, a scene-graph-guided Crop Refining Network is also proposed to reconcile the isolated crops into an integrated image; 3) a crop selector is also introduced to automatically pick the most-compatible crops from our object tanks by encoding the interactions around the objects in the scene graph.
Evaluated on Visual Genome and COCO-Stuff, our proposed method significantly outperforms the SOTA methods both quantitatively (inception scores and diversity scores) and qualitatively (preference user study) with a huge margin. In addition, extensive experiments also demonstrate our method's ability to generate complex and diverse images complying the definition given by object crops and scene graphs.
Related Works

Generative Models
Generative models have been widely studied in recent years, which falls into three kinds of approaches. In Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [6, 23] , a pair of generator and discriminator are adversely optimized against each other to synthesize images and distinguish model synthesized images from the real image. Autoregressive approaches such as PixelRNN and PixelCNN [20] synthesize images pixel by pixel, based on the sequential distribution pattern of pixels. Variational Autoencoders [11, 21] jointly train an encoder that maps the input into a latent distribution and a decoder that generates images based on the latent distribution.
Conditional Image Synthesis
Conditional Image Synthesis aims to direct the generation of images according to additional information. Such information could be of different forms, like image labels [5, 17, 19] , textual descriptions [28, 27] , scene graphs [9] , semantic segmentations [3, 22] and the disentangled factors [16] . As an extension of GAN, Conditional GAN [5, 17] configures classification labels as additional input of both the generator and the discriminator, thus enables the generator to synthesize images based on the input category. Another approach named Auxiliary Classifier GAN [19] feeds class label only to the generator and optimizes the discriminator with additional classification loss function.
Apart from GAN-based approaches, Conditional Image Synthesis can also be modeled as a feedforward model learned to minimize a regression loss. Related to our canvas refinement module, to synthesize photographic image based on semantic layout, Chen and Koltun [3] train a Cascaded Refinement Network (CRN) by minimizing Perceptual Loss [4, 8] , which measures the Euclidean distance between the encoded features of a real image and a synthesized image. Qi et al. [22] extend this approach by filling segments from other training images into a raw canvas and refine the canvas into a photographic image with a similar approach; similar to their research, our work employs canvas as one source of the raw input information, and fine-tunes the raw features with a CRN.
Scene Graphs
Scene Graphs are directed graphs which represent objects in a scene as nodes and relationships between objects as edges. Scene graphs have been employed for various tasks [10, 1, 18, 13, 26, 14] , e.g., image retrieval, image captioning evaluation, sentence-scene graph translation, and image-based scene graph prediction. Visual Genome [12] is a dataset widely used by works on scene graphs, where each image is associated with a human-annotated scene graph.
Most closely related to our work, sg2im [9] generates image based on scene graphs, graph convolution Network [7] is employed to process scene graph information into object latent vectors and image layouts, this raw distribu-tion is then refined with a CRN [4] trained to optimize the weighted sum of six losses consisting of GAN losses [6, 23, 19] and pixel loss between synthesized and groundtruth images. Besides, [15] proposes a convolutional structure guided by visual phrases in scene graphs. We further extend their work by innovating the PasteGAN pipeline, where object crops are fused into images tractably; our approach achieved substantial improvements over sg2im in the fields of inception score and diversity score.
Also, Zhao et al. [30] formulate image generation from layout as a task whose input is bounding boxes and categories of objects in an image. In their approach, each object is represented by a word vector and a latent code, which are in charge of the category and appearance respectively. The objects are fused sequentially with a Convolutional LongShort-Term Memory Network (cLSTM) into a feature map and then decoded into the desired image. In our work, layout serves as enriched information generated from scene graphs, which differs from [30] approach. More importantly, we directly input the object crop images and synthesize new images that highly respect the appearance of the object crops; this arms our generated images with outstanding tractability and diversity.
Methodology
The overall pipeline of the proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 2 . Given a scene graph and a set of object crops corresponding to objects in the scene graph, our model generates a realistic image respecting the scene graph and the appearance of objects in this generated image corresponds to that of object crops. The training process involves two branches, one aims at reconstructing the original image using the original crops (the top branch), the other focusing on generating the diversified images with the crops retrieved from the external object memory (the bottom branch).
The scene graph is firstly processed with Graph Convolution Network to get a latent vector containing attribute information for each object, which are used for regressing the object location and retrieving the most-matching object crops from the external tank. Then the object crops are processed with Crop Encoder to get latent feature maps encoding visual appearances. Consequently, the feature maps are fed into Object 2 Refining Module to refine the visual features by incorporating the pair-wise relations. ObjectImage Fusion Module takes the refined object feature maps concatenated with the expanded latent vectors and predicted bounding boxes as inputs to generate a latent canvas map. Finally, Image Decoder generates a new image based on the canvas map. The two branches are trained with the identical model but different losses.
In the following sections, we will give a detailed introductions to the problem settings and our proposed Paste-GAN.
Problem Settings
Our model takes as input both a scene graph G describing objects and relationships between objects and a series of object crops {m i } retrieved from an external memory tank M corresponding to each object in the scene graph, and generates a realistic imageÎ in which the objects not only correspond to the objects in the scene graph, but also respect the appearance of selected object crops. The main challenges are threefold: first, the generated image should respects the objects and relationships specified by the scene graph; second, the object crops selected from an external memory bank should respect the scene graph as much as possible; third, the appearance of objects in the generated images should match the selected object crops. Scene Graphs. A scene graph, describing objects and relationships between objects, is usually a collection of nodes and edges in a tree or graph structure. Given a set of object categories C and a set of relationship categories R, we could redefine a scene graph as a tuple (O, E), where O = {o 1 , ..., o n } is a set of objects with each o i ∈ C, and
As a first stage of processing, for the scene graph (O, E), a learned embedding layer is utilized to convert each node and edge of the graph from a categorical label to a dense vector, analogous to the embedding layer typically used in neural language models. Object Crops. Given the memory tank M containing a set of crop images, we select the object crop m i for each o i ∈ C based on a similarity score k i computed by Crop Selection Network. For each object crop m i , we use Crop Encoder which consists of several convolutional layers to extract feature maps.
Graph Convolution Network 3.2.1 1D Graph Convolution Network.
Keeping the same as previous image generation method [9] , we use a graph convolution network composed of several graph convolution layers, which allow information propagation along edges, to process scene graphs of arbitrary shape directly. Specificly, given an embedding vector tuple
, where s i , p i , o i are subject, predicate and object respectively at i-th node of scene graph G, a graph convolution layer outputs new object vectors v si and v oi of dimension D out which containing information of other related objects and new predicate vector v pi of dimension D out .
2D Graph Convolution Network.
Given a 2-dimensional feature maps, a traditional 2D convolution layer produces a new 2-dimensional feature maps, 
Obj-Img Fusion
Crop Encoder EXP EXP 1 Figure 2 . Overview of the training process of PasteGAN. The two branches are trained simultaneously with the same scene graph: one aims at reconstructing the original image using the original crops (the top branch), the other focusing on generating the diversified images with the crops retrieved from the external object memory (the bottom branch). The two branches are trained with the identical model but different losses. The scene graph is firstly processed with Graph Convolution Network to get a latent vector containing attribute information for each object, which are used for regress the object location and retrieve the most-matching object crops from the external tank. Then the object crops are processed with Crop Encoder to get latent feature maps encoding visual appearances. Consequently, the feature maps are fed into Object 2 Refining Module to refine the visual features by incorporating the pair-wise relations. Object-Image Fusion Module takes the refined object feature maps concatenated with the expanded latent vectors and predicted bounding boxes as inputs to generate a latent canvas map. Finally, Image Decoder generates a new image based on the canvas map. The model is trained adversarially against a pair of discriminators and a number of objectives. L1, CML, IPL and OPL mean image reconstruction loss, crop matching loss, image perceptual loss and object perceptual loss respectively. EXP is expanding the dimension of feature vectors.
in which each pixel is a function of a local neighborhood of its corresponding input pixel. In this way a convolution layer aggregates information and can operate on inputs of arbitrary shape.
Similar to 1D graph convolution network, we aim to achieve information propagation among feature maps along edges. Specificly, given input feature maps z s , z o ∈ R Din×w×h for all object crops m i ∈ M, and predicate feature maps z pi ∈ R Din×w×h expanded from predicate vectors v pi . These feature maps are concatenated to the triple of feature maps (z si , z pi , z oi ) and fed into three functions g s , g p , and g o . We compute z si , z pi z oi ∈ R Dout×w×h as new feature maps for the subject s i , predicate p i , and object o i respectively.
We compute the output predicate feature map by utilizing a simple function z pi = g p (z si , z pi , z oi ). Comparing to predicate feature maps, the process of updating object feature maps exists more complexities, because an object may participate in many relationships and there is a large probability that objects related to each other may overlap. Considering such situation, the output feature maps z i for an object crop m i should pay attention to all feature maps z j of object crops m j which are connected with each other through graph edges, as well as the feature maps z p for those edges. To this end, for each edge starting at s i we use g s to compute a candidate feature map, collecting all such candidates in the set Z 
The output feature maps for z i for object crop m i is then computed as
is a symmetric function which pools an input set of feature maps to a single output feature map in an averaging or summing manner. An example computational graph for a single 2d graph convolution layer is shown in Figure 3 .
In our implementation, the functions g s , g p , and g o are implemented using Convolution Neural Network (CNN) composed of 2 convolution layers. The pooling function h avg averages its input feature maps while h sum accumulates them and feeds the result to next CNN.
External Memory Tank
The external memory tank M, playing a role of source materials for image generation during training process, is a set of object crop images
. Every object crop is extracted by the ground-truth bounding box from the training dataset and then resized to fit the dimension of Crop Encoder using bilinear interpolation. Then, the selected crops from this external memory tank are fed into Crop Encoder to provide the basic visual appearance for objects in the scene graph. Additionally, once the training of our model has been finished, if the users do not want to specify the object appearance, the external memory tank will provide the most-compatible object crops for inference. Noted that the object crops on COCO dataset are segmented by the ground-truth masks. The number of object crops on Visual Genome and COCO-Stuff dataset is shown in Table  1 .
Crop Selection Network
The crop selection network is a graph convolution network composed of a series of graph convolution layers and pre-trained on a vanilla image generation tasks through out baseline model sg2im [9] . It takes as input a scene graph with embedding vectors of dimension D in at each node and edge, and outputs feature vectors of dimension D out which encode the entire scene graph and visual appearance information. Firstly, the process of selecting crops for a single object is strongly related to other objects and relationships among these objects, with the whole information provided by the scene graph. Considering a scene graph like a person on a horse, if we want to select a crop for person, we would like to find it from an image including a person and a horse rather than an image including a person and a beach. Besides, the gesture of an object is quite affected by the relationship between a couple of objects. For instance, we want an image of a person riding on a horse rather than a person standing by a horse. Additionally, the basic visual information should match as much as possible. After trained on the vanilla image generation tasks, we remove the decoder part of sg2im [9] and utilize the left part, graph convolution network, as crop selection network, which could generate a realistic image in which the objects respect the relationships in scene graph and look quite similar to the ground-truth image. Therefore, the output vector of crop selection network could maintain the scene graph information as well as visual information. Then, for each object o i in training set and test set, we select object crops in M based on a similarity score vector respectively:
where v ∈ R Dout is the vector for object o i output by crop selection network; c t is the t-th category; v ct ∈ R T ×Dout is a matrix stacked by overall T vectors for objects o i belonging to category c t in the whole training set;
T are the L 2 distance vectors. The similarity score vector not only measures the similarity of crop visual feature, but it also measures the relationships among other 
The last operation havg averages all the information to form a new crop feature map containing better visual appearance information. objects in this scene graph. Object crops selected by Crop Selection Network are shown in Figure 5 .
During the training process, we collect a candidate of top 10 object crops based on similarity scores and random sample an object crop from this candidate while in inference process we select top 2 object crops for the requirements of calculating diversity scores.
Crop Encoder
Crop encoder, aiming to extract the main visual features of object crops, takes as input a selected object crop
and output a feature map z i ∈ R D×w×h . Firstly, the object crops selected from external memory M are already resized to [H/2, W/2] using bilinear interpolation to fit the input dimensionality. Then, the resized object crops are passed to into several 3×3 convolutional layers followed by batch normalization and ReLU layers instead of last convolutional layer. We extract features for each object crop in the scene graph.
Crop Refining Network
As shown is Figure 2 , the crop refining network R is composed of an Object 2 Refining Module and an ObjectImage Fusion Module. Considering the overlapping and partial occlusion between objects, the properties of a good object feature map could be summarized as follows: (i) it should encode the instance itself; (ii) it should encode the feature of objects which have relationships between them; To satisfy these requirements, we use a crop refining network R, based on 2d graph convolution network, to fuse the visual appearance of a series of object crops connected with relationships and fuse the entire attribute information with visual appearance to form a latent scene canvas L. Object 2 Refining Module. Object 2 Refining Module, consisting of 4 2D graph convolution layers, aims to fuse the visual appearance of a series of object crops which are connected with relationships defined in the scene graph. As shown in Figure 3 , for a single layer, we firstly expand the dimension of predicate vector v pi to the dimension of D × h × w equaling with object crop feature z i to get a predicate feature map z pi . Then, a tuple of feature maps (z si , z pi , z oi ) is fed into g s , g p , g o , finally h avg averages the information and a new tuple of feature maps z si , z pi , z oi is produced. The new object crop feature map encodes the visual appearance of both itself and others, and contains the relationship information as well.
Object-Image Fusion Module. Object-Image Fusion
Module focuses on fusing all the object attribute information and visual appearance into a latent scene canvas L. Firstly, we expand the object feature vectors v i output by 1D graph convolution network to the dimension of D × h × w equaling with object crop feature map z i to get an object attribute feature map u i representing the attribute information. Because the effect of 1D graph convolution network and 2D graph convolution, object attribute feature map u i and object crop feature map z i both contain the information of other objects and object crops respectively. Then, we fuse the attribute information and visual appearance by concatenating u i and z i to get an integral latent feature representation f i . Similarly, the new predicate feature map e i are concatenated through z pi and q i ∈ R D×h×w expanded from predicate vector v pi . Next, we only select the tuples in which e pi corresponds to the relationship of in image, f oi corresponds to the object image and feed them into a single 2D graph convolution layer. Finally, the last operation layer h sum accumulates all the object features into the feature map of image by replicating object integral representation with corresponding bounding boxes and get the latent scene canvas L.
Image Decoder
The image decoder, based on a Cascaded Refinement Network (CRN), takes as input the latent scene canvas L and generates an imageÎ that respects the object positions given in L. A CRN consists of a series of cascaded refinement modules, with spatial resolution doubling between consecutive modules. The input to each refinement module is a channelwise concatenation of the latent scene canvas L (downsampled to the input resolution of the module) and the feature map (upsampled to the input resolution of the module) output by the previous refinement module. The input is processed by a pair of 3×3 convolution layers followed by batch normalization and ReLU; the output feature map is upsampled using nearest-neighbor interpolation before being passed to the next module. Noted that the first refinement module takes Gaussian noise as input for the purpose of increasing diversity, and the output from the final module is processed with two final convolution layers to produce the output imageÎ. (   Figure 4 . Object-Image Fusion Module. Each object latent vector representing attribute information is first expanded to the dimension of D×h×w and then concatenated with corresponding object crop feature map representing visual appearance to form an object integral representation. Then the feature map is reproduced by filling the region within the object bounding box, the rest of feature map are all zeros. Finally, object feature map, in image feature map and image feature map are passed into a single 2D graph convolution layer, and the last operation hsum accumulates all the information to form a latent scene canvas. Symbol stands for the feature map concatenation, and means replicating object integral representation within a bounding box.
Discriminators
We adopt a pair of discriminator D img and D obj to generate realistic images and recognizable objects by training the generator network adversarially. The discriminator D tries to classify the input x as real or fake by maximizing the objective
where x ∼ p real represents the real images and x ∼ p fake represents the generated images. Meanwhile, the generator network is optimized to fool the discriminators by minimizing L GAN .
The image discriminator D img and object discriminator D obj share the similar convolution architecture but have separate parameters. D img plays a role of promoting the images to be realistic through classifying the input images, real images I, reconstructed ones I and generated onesÎ, as real or fake. D obj takes as input the resized object crops cropped from real images and generated ones, and encourages that each object in the generated images appears realistic and clear. In addition, we also add an auxiliary object classifier which predicts the category of the object to ensure that the objects in generated images are recognizable.
Training
We end-to-end train the generator and the two discriminators D img and D obj in an adversarial manner. The generator is trained to minimize the weighted sum of eight losses:
• Image Reconstruction Loss L img 1 = I −I 1 penalizes the L 1 difference between the ground-truth image I and the reconstructed image I .
• Crop Matching Loss L latent 1 = n i=1 z si − z si 1 penalizes the L 1 difference between the object crop feature map and the re-extracted feature map from the generated objects.
• Image Adversarial Loss L img GAN from D img encourages generated image patches to appear realistic.
• Object Adversarial Loss L obj GAN from D obj encourages each generated object to look realistic.
• Auxiliarly Classifier Loss L obj AC from D obj encourages that each generated object to be recognizable and could be classified by D obj .
• Image Perceptual Loss L img P penalizes the L 1 difference in the feature space between the ground-truth image I and the reconstructed image I .
• Object Perceptual Loss L obj P penalizes the L 1 difference in the feature space between the original crop and the object crop re-extracted from the reconstructed image.
• Box Regression Loss L box = n i=1 b i −b i penalizes the L 1 difference between ground-truth and predicted boxes. Therefore, the final loss function of our model is defined as:
where, λ i are the parameters balancing losses.
Experiments
To elaborate the stability and scalability of our algorithm, we trained our model to generate 64 × 64 images, as an comparision to previous works on scene image generation [30, 9] . Apart from the substantial improvements to inception score and diversity score, we aim to show that images generated by our model not only respect the relationships provided by the scene graph, but also high respect the original appearance of the object crops. [2] and Visual Genome [12] are two datasets used by previous scene image generation models [30, 9] . We apply the preprocessing and data splitting strategy used by [9] . Table 1 
Experiment Settings
Datasets
COCO-Stuff
Implementation Details
We augment all scene graphs with a special image object, and add special in image relationships connecting each true object with the image object; similarly, we add a white canvas corresponding to the image object; ReLU is applied as activation function for graph convolution; the CRN and discriminators use LeakyReLU activation and batch normalization. The image and crop size are set to 64 × 64 and 32 × 32 correspondingly. We train all models using Adam optimizator with learning rate of 0.0005 and batch size of 32 for 200,000 iterations; training takes about 3 days on a single Tesla Titan X. The λ 1 ∼ λ 8 are set to 1, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0.5 and 10 respectively. Full details about our architecture can be found in the supplementary material, and code will be made publicly available.
Quantitive Results
Evaluation Metrics
We employed two evaluation metrics to measure the quality and diversity of images generated. Inception Score [24] computes the quality and diversity of the synthesized images. Same as sg2im [9] , we employed Inception V3 [25] to compute inception scores.
Diversity Score Different from the inception score that calculates the diversity of the entire set of generated images, diversity score measures the perceptual difference between a pair of images. Same as the former approach of calculating diversity score [30] , we use the Alex-lin metric [29] , which inputs a pair of images into an Alexnet and compute the L2 distance between their scaled activations.
Comparison with Existing Methods
Two state-of-the-art scene image generation models are compared with our work. sg2im [9] : Most related to our work, we take the 64 × 64 image generation model that sg2im released for evaluation. layout2im [30] : We list the inception score and diversity score reported by layout2im. For sake of fairness, we provide our model with ground truth layout in comparison with layout2im. Table 2 shows the performance of our model compared to the SOTA methods and real images.
The proposed method significantly outperforms sg2im in both inception score and diversity score metrics across the COCO-Stuff and Visual Genome datasets. Whether the ground-truth box is given or not, our PasteGAN model generates images with higher quality. With global noise added to scene layout regression, sg2im impairs the generated images limited diversity. Compared to their approach, the different combinations of crops in our approach leads to significant increase in the generated images's diversity. Figure 5 . Examples of 64 × 64 generated images using sg2im and our PasteGAN on the test sets of Visual Genome (left five columns) and COCO (right five columns). For each example we show the input scene graph and corresponding object crops selected by Crop Selection Net. Some scene graphs have duplicate similar relationships and we show at most 6 object crops due to page spaces. Please zoom in to see the details between crops and generated images.
Another pair of comparison is between our PasteGAN with ground truth boxes and layout2im. As shown, our model achieved obvious better inception score on COCO dataset, and similiar inception score on VG dataset. Our PasteGAN approach achieved higher diversity scores on both COCO and VG datasets.
Qualitative Results
We train a sg2im model that generates 64 × 64 images with their open-sourced code and compare their generated images with ours. Each scene graph is paired with two sets of object crops for our PasteGAN's image synthesis. Figure  5 shows example scene graphs from the Visual Genome and COCO test sets and corresponding generated images using sg2im [10] and our method.
One can observe from both sg2im and our method can generate scenes with multiple objects, and respects the relationships in the scene graph; for example in all the three images in Figure 5 (a) we see a boat on the river, which has its own reflection.
More importantly, these results indicates that with our method, the appearance of the output scene image from a scene graph can be flexibly adjusted by the object crops. In Figure 5 (a), the ship in crop set A has a white bow and the ship in crop set B has a black bow, and this is highly respected in our generated images. Similarly, as shown in (b), our generated image A contains a bus in white and red while generated image B contains a bus in red; this respects the color of the bus crops A and B.
As compared to the generated images by sg2im, our model achieves much better diversity. For example in (a) and (c), the two boats generated by sg2im looks almost the same, however, our model generates four distinct ships with different colors and appearances. This is because sg2im forces their model to learn a more general representation of the boat object, and stores the learned information in a single and fixed word embedding. In (h) and (i), the selected crops also clearly proves Crop Selection Network's powerful ability of capturing and utilizing the information provided by scene graphs and object crops' visual appearance. Our model represent an object with both the word embedding and the object crop, this provides PasteGAN the flexibility to generate image according to the input crops. Also, our model can intelligently adjust the crop feature to better embed the crops into the generated images. As shown in (b), instead of mechanically copy the direction of the bus in crops A, our model fit the bus onto the road in a more natural and reasonable direction that better aligns with the whole generated image.
Ablation Study
We demonstrate the necessity of all components of our model by comparing the image quality of several ablated versions of our model, shown in table 3.
We measure the images with inception score and diversity score. The following ablations of our model is tested:
No Image Perceptual Loss omits the L img P in the loss function. Apparently, the performance of the model decreases without image perceptual loss, this shows that L No Object Perceptual Loss omits the L obj P in the loss function. Without the optimization to object perceptual loss, the generated objects' quality gets worse, thus negatively affects the inception score.
No 2D Graph Convolution omits the 2d graph convolution network for feature map fusing. Removing the 2d graph convolution network makes the model fail to utilize the relationship between objects in the image generation.
No Crop Selection Network omits the crop selection network and makes the model utilize random crops from same categories during both training and inference. This significantly hurts the inception score of the model, since irrelevant or unsuitable object crops are forced to be merged into same scene image, which confuses the image generation model.
No Relationship ignores the categories of the relationships in the scene graph. The poor performance of this ablated version demonstrates the importance of the relationships.
User Studies
Inception scores and diversity scores are convenient automatic evaluation metrics that provide coarse measures of image quality; another important measure is human judgement of the generated images. Therefore, two user studies 784 / 1000 (78.4%) Figure 6 . We performed a user study to compare the semantic interpretability of our method against sg2im [9] . Top: We use sg2im to generate an image from a COCO scene graph, and use our method to generate an image from the same scene graph. We show users the scene graph and both images, and ask which better matches the scene graph. Bottom: Across 1000 val image pairs, users prefer the results from our method by a large margin.
are performed on Mechanical Turk to evaluate our results. We compare our method with sg2im [9] , the SOTA method for generating image from scene graph. We compare 64 × 64 images generated by sg2im and our Paste-GAN on COCO dataset's scene graphs. For user studies, five workers repeat all trails.
Scene Graph Matching
We measure semantic interpretability by showing users a COCO scene graph, and the corresponding images generated by sg2im and PasteGAN. We ask users to select the image that better matches the scene graph. Shown in Figure  6 are a an example image pair and the results. A majority of workers prefer image generated by our approach in 78.4% of the image pairs. This suggests that compared to sg2im our method more frequently generates semantically meaningful images that highly respects the input scene graphs.
Objects Recall and Crop Matching
Two other user studies performed are object recall and crop matching, please refer to the supplementary material for the evaluation process and the results.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a novel method for semi-parametrically generating images from scene graphs and object crops. Compared to leading scene image generation algorithm which generate image from scene graph, our method parametrically controls the appearance of the objects in the image, while maintaining a high image quality. Qualitative results, quantitive results, comparison to a strong baseline and ablation study justify the performance of our method.
